
Have you been on the market for a three-bed house? 

32 Harcourt Road is an excellent property that has recently been
refurbished to a very high standard. modern decoration and
fixtures throughout this home is ready to be moved into.

No chain - we can move quickly on this one!

32 Harcourt Road
, Lancaster, Lancashire, LA1 2NZ

£125,000
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A brief description
Introducing 32 Harcourt Road, a three-
bed semi-detached house in the Vale,
Lancaster. Recently refurbished to a
h i g h  s t a n d a r d  j u s t  m o v e  y o u r
belongings in and away you go.

It has three spacious double bedrooms,
a modern fitted kitchen, and a generous
open plan l iv ing area to go with a
family-sized garden. Well orientated for
growing families this house is ready to
become a home.

Key Features
• Three Bed Semi-Detached House

• Recently Renovated to High Standard

• Stylish Modern Fitted Kitchen

• Three Double Bedrooms

• Downstairs Bathroom & W.C

• Large Dual Aspect Lounge Diner

• Private Gated Driveway

• Large Rear Garden

• No onward Chain

Welcome to Harcourt Road
Welcome to Harcourt Road, Vale in North Lancaster. The Vale sits on the border of
Lancaster and Morecambe and connects Torrishome with Skerton via Barley Cop Lane. A
quiet residential area with good access to local primary and secondary schools. There
are local shops and takeaways nearby and a regular bus route a few streets away.

Within walking distance, you have Ryelands Park, a large grassy park featuring football
pitches and play parks and often hosts traveling circus or funfairs. The Lancaster canal is
also about 10 minutes walk away offering scenic walks towards Bare and the Village of
Hest Bank.

Positioned on a quiet residential street 32 Harcourt Road stands out due to its large
Wrought Iron gates opening onto its paved front garden. This is an attractive house with
pebble dashing on the top half of the house and painted brick on the ground floor,
modern UPVC windows and doors have also been fitted.
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Ground Floor
The whole house has recently been renovated and decorated from head to toe.
Neutral choices have been made for carpets and wallpaper but still has a dash of
colour and style thrown in that could really help make this house a home. Upon
entering the house we find ourselves in the hallway that runs horizontally linking the
stairs and the living room. The house has a separate bathroom and W.C both located
on the ground floor sat on either side of the front door. The bathroom has fresh white
tiling with some black tiles to create a pattern on the end walls while the W.C has
some modern pattern tiling.

In the hallway, if we turn right we have a spacious living area. A dual aspect room with
large windows at either end and a gas fireplace marking the midpoint of the room,
stylish wallpaper, and wood effect laminate flooring compliment the rest of the house.
There is ample room to create a lounge-diner with a separate sitting area and space
for a dining table. The kitchen is situated at the rear of the property overlooking the
back garden. A modern fitted kitchen with units & counters wrapping around the far
wall with a gas hob, under counter oven, and space for a free-standing dishwasher.
The space under the stairs has been utilized in order to create an area for selves a
fridge/freezer or extra storage.

First Floor
The first floor of the house has all three bedrooms. The master bedroom matches the
living room and gains from dual aspect windows at either end and could easily fit a
king-sized bed and multiple types of bedroom furniture. The second and third
bedrooms are mirror images of each other with one sat at the front and one
positioned to the rear. Both have been decorated in the same fashion and have a
built-in cupboard at the far end of the room and again have two windows creating a
light and airy space.

Garden
The house comes with a substantial garden. A well-kept lawn spreads out to the fences
on each side with a gorgeous Elm Tree to the left-hand side so it doesn't block any of
your sunshine. the pathway loops around the front of the house with a full-height
fence with a gate keeping the garden private. The front garden has been paved over
to create off-street parking.

What we like
The high standard of finishing running
through the whole property, from the
kitchen and bathroom to all three
bedrooms.  Ready to move into right
away with little to no work required.



Extra Information
- Tax Band A
- Off-street Parking
- Private Garden
- Gas Central Heating
- UPVC Double Glazing
- Entire House has been recently Decorated to high standard
- No onward chain
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